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1

INTRODUCTION

Our society strongly depends on critical information infrastructures such as electrical grids, autonomous vehicles, distributed public ledgers, etc. Unfortunately, proving that they operate correctly
is very hard to achieve due to their complexity. Moreover, given the increasing number of sophisticated attacks on such systems (e.g. Stuxnet), ensuring their correct behavior becomes even more
necessary. Ideally, we should ensure their correctness, relying on a minimal trusted computing base,
and to the highest standards possible, e.g., using theorem provers. However, because state-of-the-art
verification tools (such as theorem provers) cannot yet tackle complex production infrastructures,
bugs and attacks are bound to happen in partially verified systems [Fonseca et al. 2017].
One standard technique to mitigate this problem is to use Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine
replication (BFT-SMR) [Bessani et al. 2014; Castro and Liskov 1999b; Lamport et al. 1982] in addition
to cheaper certification techniques. It enables correct functioning of a system even when some parts
of the system are not working correctly,1 by masking the behavior of faulty replicas behind the
behavior of enough healthy replicas. Unfortunately, because these protocols are rather complex, usually come without a formal specification, and sometimes even without an implementation [Dragoi
1 Processes

and messages in transit can be corrupted arbitrarily. However, we assume perfect cryptography, i.e., a process
cannot impersonate another process without the two processes being faulty.
OOPSLA’19, ,
2019.
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et al. 2015], there is a non-negligible chance that they will later be found incorrect [Abraham et al.
2017a]. Adding on top of that the fact that many variants of these protocols are being developed
and adopted in critical sectors (e.g., in blockchain technology [Abraham et al. 2017b; Decker et al.
2016; Kokoris-Kogias et al. 2016; Luu et al. 2016; Pass and Shi 2017; Sousa et al. 2018]), it is clear
that ensuring the correctness of these protocols is extremely important.
Moreover, because traditional BFT-SMR is extremely expensive,2 “hybrid” architectures [Correia
et al. 2005, 2004, 2002; Veríssimo 2006; Veríssimo and Casimiro 2002; Veríssimo et al. 2000] have been
getting increasing attention: they allow dramatically cutting the message/time/space complexity
mentioned above. For example, when applied to BFT-SMR, hybrid solutions only require 2f + 1
replicas instead of 3f + 1, to tolerate f faults. Such hybrid architectures allow the coexistence
and interaction of components with largely diverse behavior, e.g., synchronous vs. asynchronous,
or crash vs. Byzantine. In such models, “normal” components trust “special” components that
provide trustworthy properties. These trusted-trustworthy “special” components are made trustworthy through careful design and by verifying their correctness. Therefore, by relying on stronger
assumptions (e.g., synchrony or crash), they can be unconditionally trusted to provide stronger
properties about the entire hybrid distributed system, than what would be possible otherwise.
This generic “hybridization” paradigm has been showing great promise for BFT-SMR. Many
“hybrid” solutions have been designed to reduce the message/time/space complexity of BFT protocols [Behl et al. 2017; Chun et al. 2007; Correia et al. 2004, 2013; Distler et al. 2016; Kapitza et al. 2012;
Levin et al. 2009; Veronese et al. 2010, 2013], by relying on trusted-trustworthy components (e.g.,
message counters in MinBFT [Veronese et al. 2013]) that cannot be tampered with (they are trusted
in the sense that they can only fail by crashing, and otherwise always deliver correct results). An
increasing number of off-the-shelf hardware systems are now providing trusted environments [Eldefrawy et al. 2017; SecureBlue 2019; SGX 2019; TrustZone 2019], thereby enabling the further
development and large-scale use of hybrid protocols.
Anticipating the impact and widespread use of such systems, and to support the development
of correct hybrid systems, we present Asphalion,3 the first theorem prover-based framework that
can guarantee the correctness of implementations of hybrid fault tolerant distributed systems
communicating via message passing. Asphalion is inspired by Velisarios [Rahli et al. 2018], a
framework for verifying the correctness of homogeneous BFT protocols (see Sec. 2 for a comparison).
As opposed to Velisarios, Asphalion allows reasoning about hybrid systems by modeling replicas
as collections of multiple components that can have different failure assumptions, e.g., some can
fail arbitrarily, while others can only crash on failure.4 In addition, Asphalion allows modular
reasoning by lifting properties proved about sub-components of a local system to the level of that
local system (see Sec. 5.4). As part of Asphalion, we developed LoCK: a sound knowledge calculus
to reason about both homogeneous and hybrid systems, at a high level of abstraction. LoCK enables
lifting properties proved about (trusted) sub-components to the level of a distributed system (see
Sec. 6.7). As for any such abstract language, a benefit of using LoCK is also that it allows reusing
proofs of high-level properties for multiple implementations. As a case study, we verified, among
other things, critical safety properties (e.g., agreement) of several versions of the seminal MinBFT
hybrid protocol [Veronese et al. 2013],5 and managed to simplify some of the original proofs of
those properties [Veronese 2010] (see Sec. 7). Verifying MinBFT-like protocols is important because:
2 Seminal

BFT protocols such as [Castro 2001; Castro and Liskov 1999a,b] are expensive in terms of the messages exchanged,
and the required number of replicas, which in addition have to be diverse enough to enforce independence of failures.
3 Asphalion was one of king Menelaus’ squires, and is associated with trustworthiness.
4 We focus here on the different failure assumptions aspect (crash vs. Byzantine) and leave the different system assumptions
aspect (synchronous vs. asynchronous) for future work.
5 MinBFT [Veronese et al. 2013] is part of the Hyperledger Fabric umbrella [Hyperledger 2019].
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Fig. 1 Overview of Asphalion

(1) MinBFT is part of other protocols, such as [Distler et al. 2016; Kapitza et al. 2012]; (2) many
protocols such as [Behl et al. 2017; Kapitza et al. 2012; Veronese et al. 2010, 2013] rely on the same
kind of trusted components as MinBFT; and (3) to the best of our knowledge MinBFT’s trusted
components (called USIGs) have the smallest trusted computing base (TCB) compared to other
trusted components used in contemporary hybrid protocols.
Contributions. To summarize, our contributions are as follows: (1) We introduce Asphalion, a
generic and extensible Coq-based [Bertot and Casteran 2004; Coq 2019] framework for verifying
implementations of hybrid fault tolerant distributed systems communicating via message passing.
(2) As part of Asphalion, we developed a Hybrid Logic of Events (Sec. 4) to reason about programs
composed of multiple components that can have different failure assumptions (Sec. 5). (3) We
developed LoCK, a sound knowledge calculus to reason about hybrid systems at a high-level of
abstraction (Sec. 6). (4) We proved several reasoning patterns within LoCK, which we used to prove
properties of both homogeneous and hybrid systems. (5) We developed methods to lift properties of
(trusted) sub-components of a local system to the level of that local system (Sec. 5.4), and to further
lift those properties to the level of a distributed system (Sec. 6.7). (6) We implemented the normal
case operation of two versions of the seminal MinBFT protocol: one based on USIGs (as in the
original version) and one based on TrIncs [Levin et al. 2009] (Sec. 7.1). (7) We proved critical safety
properties, such as agreement, of these versions of MinBFT, and simplified some of the original
pen-and-paper proofs (Sec. 7.2). (8) We implemented a runtime environment to execute OCaml
code extracted from Coq, such that trusted components run inside Intel SGX enclaves (Sec. 8).
2

OVERVIEW

Before diving into the details of our framework in Sec. 4, 5, and 6, we provide here a high-level
overview of Asphalion (available at: https://github.com/vrahli/Asphalion/tree/v1.0). In addition, Sec. 3
illustrates how it can be used to verify the correctness of fault-tolerant distributed systems.
2.1

High-Level Architecture of Asphalion

Fig. 1 depicts Asphalion’s architecture, where the yellow parts must be provided by the user, while
the green parts are optional but convenient to use as we explain below. One starts by implementing
a distributed system Sys within MoC, our component-based programming language shallowly
embedded into Coq, where components interact through a monad.6 A distributed system is a
collection of local sub-systems, which are themselves collections of trusted/non-trusted components.
Fig. 1 depicts a system composed of 4 local sub-systems, each composed of 3 non-trusted blue
components and a trusted one in orange. Then, one provides a specification Spec (e.g. agreement)
for Sys within our model of distributed systems HyLoE—a hybrid logic of events based on Lamport’s
happened before relation [Lamport 1978] (one of the two main models of distributed systems, along
with distributed snapshots [Chandy and Lamport 1985]). Finally, one proves that Sys satisfies Spec
within HyLoE by proving that Spec holds for all possible runs of Sys (see Sec. 4). This can be done:
6 See

the file called model/ComponentSM.v in our implementation for a definition of MoC, as well as the two files called
model/ComponentSMExample1.v and model/ComponentSMExample2.v for examples.
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(1) using the general high-level distributed properties proved within our knowledge calculus LoCK
(as discussed in Sec. 2.2, knowledge calculi provide convenient abstraction layers to reason about
distributed systems without concern for low-level details), and (2) by directly proving the properties
specific to Sys using the automation provided by Asphalion in the form of Coq tactics.
One can then generate executable OCaml code from the distributed system Sys implemented
in MoC, using Coq’s extraction mechanism. In addition, Asphalion provides support to execute
trusted components (the orange C4 components in the case of Sys) within Intel SGX enclaves.7
Note that MoC implementations are Coq programs that can be as abstract or concrete as one wants.
For example, one could choose to abstract away some data structures using parameters. However,
these data structures ultimately need to be instantiated in order to extract executable OCaml code.
2.2

High-Level Reasoning

Hybrid systems have a particular architecture, whereby generic components rely on (the trust part
of such systems) tamperproof components to correctly provide functionalities (the trustworthy part
of such systems) that are inherited by the rest of the system (such as counting messages in MinBFT).
LoCK, among other things, captures this inheritance mechanism at a high-level of abstraction (i.e.,
the knowledge exchanged between the nodes of a system) through general reasoning principles,
called lifting, which we discuss in Sec. 5.4 (local lifting) and Sec. 6.7 (distributed lifting).
Note that LoCK provides an optional, but convenient, abstract layer to reason about crash/Byzantine/hybrid fault tolerant distributed systems without having to worry about low-level details.
Using such an abstract layer allows reusing results proved once and for all at the abstract knowledge
level, to derive properties of multiple concrete implementations: (1) by adequately instantiating the
parameters of the abstract model (LoCK’s parameters in our case—see Sec. 6.1); and (2) by proving
that the assumptions made within the abstract model are satisfied by the concrete implementations
(see Sec. 6.6 and Sec. 7.2 for examples of such assumptions). The high-level results we present here
(such as the lifting property presented in Sec. 6.7) can be instantiated for many implementations of
hybrid systems. We already used those results to prove the safety of the Micro system discussed in
Sec. 3, as well as two versions of MinBFT that rely on two different trusted components (see Sec. 7).
We chose to rely on a knowledge calculus because such calculi provide a convenient way to
reason about distributed systems at a high-level of abstraction, as it has been demonstrated in
the extensive literature on the subject. Many knowledge based systems have been developed to,
e.g.: analyze distributed systems [Dwork and Moses 1990; Fagin et al. 1997; Halpern 1987; Halpern
and Moses 1990; Panangaden and Taylor 1992]; reason about synchronous systems [Ben-Zvi 2011;
Ben-Zvi and Moses 2014; Castañeda et al. 2014, 2016; Dan et al. 2017; Goren and Moses 2018];
derive protocols [Halpern and Zuck 1992]; synthesize systems [Bickford et al. 2004]; and reason
about blockchain protocols [Halpern and Pass 2017]. However, as opposed to “standard” knowledge
theories that consider an external and logical notion of knowledge (that cannot necessarily be
computed), Asphalion relies on a syntactic and explicit representation of knowledge [Fagin et al.
2003], which is more pragmatic and computational, in the sense that pieces of knowledge are
concrete pieces of data stored locally and exchanged through messages (allowing processes to gain
knowledge [Chandy and Misra 1986; Halpern 1987]).
2.3

Rationale for Designing Asphalion

As it turns out, Asphalion is not an extension of Velisarios, but is inspired by and uses part of
it. Starting from the foundations of Velisarios (its logic of events), we designed an entirely new
7 We

explain how to obtain running code such that trusted components are executed inside Intel SGX enclaves, in the file
called MinBFT/runtime w sgx/README.md in our implementation.
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framework in order to handle hybrid systems, and reason about such systems in a principled way
(Sec. 8 describes our proof effort). Let us now elaborate on the four main reasons that led us to
design a new framework and not simply extend Velisarios.
(1) Velisarios does not provide full support for compositional programming and reasoning in the
sense that, there, a local system is a single component. To add axioms about trusted components to
it, we would first need the notion of interacting components, which is why we developed MoC
(see Sec. 5). In MoC distributed systems are implemented as collections of local systems, which are
themselves collections of components, some of them being marked as trusted. In addition, MoC
enables lifting properties of trusted components to the level of a local state machine, via deep
embeddings of fragments of MoC (see Sec. 5.4).
(2) Moreover, to capture the behavior of these trusted components, we had to modify Velisarios’s
logic of events, to allow non-trusted components to misbehave, while the trusted ones keep
following their specifications. We captured this by changing the semantics of events (i.e., the trigger
function described in Sec. 4.3) to also handle events where trusted components of compromised
nodes are called (see Sec. 4 for details on events and their semantics in Velisarios and Asphalion).
This led us to developing the HyLoE logic described in Sec. 4.8
(3) Inspired by Velisarios’s knowledge library, we equipped Asphalion with LoCK, a sound
(hybrid) knowledge sequent calculus, which differs and goes well beyond Velisarios’s library. First
of all, as opposed to Velisarios’s knowledge library (where the knowledge operators are simply
definitions within its logic of events), LoCK provides a more principled theory of knowledge because
designing it forced us to identify the primitive constructs (as constructors of the language) and
principles (as derivation rules) of the theory. Moreover, LoCK enforces an abstraction barrier (being
deeply embedded in Coq), which does not exist in Velisarios’s library. Also, LoCK allows reasoning
at a high-level of abstraction about trusted and non-trusted knowledge, while Velisarios’s library
does not distinguish between trusted and non-trusted knowledge. Other advantages of LoCK that
we plan to explore in the future are that: such a sequent calculus opens the door to some automation;
and while its semantics is currently expressed in terms of HyLoE, other backends could be used.
(4) We developed, within LoCK, a general technique to lift properties of trusted components to
the global level of an entire distributed system. A great advantage of such high-level results is that
they are abstract and can be reused for several implementations. Moreover, the result we proved in
Sec. 6.7 captures a key aspect of the logic of hybrid systems.
2.4

Benefits and Limitations

As hinted at above, in addition to reasoning about hybrid systems,9 using Asphalion one can
also reason about homogeneous BFT systems by not using trusted components, and about crash
fault tolerant systems by assuming that there are no Byzantine events (see Sec. 4.2). Moreover,
as explained in this paper, and as illustrated in Sec. 3 and 7, Asphalion supports verifying safety
properties of such systems, while providing support for liveness is left for future work. Asphalion’s
support comes in the form of three novel languages. (1) MoC, presented in Sec. 5, is a programming
language shallowly embedded in Coq. In order to automatically derive properties of components,
Asphalion allows defining deep embeddings of sub-languages (for which the desired properties hold)
that are interpreted to MoC expressions. We so far provide two such deep embeddings, which are
prototypical, and which we expect will be reusable for other protocols. In case additional features
that are not supported by these two embeddings are required, one can simply implement additional
deep embeddings following the two examples we provide. (2) HyLoE, presented in Sec. 4, is a logic
8 Note
9 To

that Asphalion reuses only these logical foundations of Velisarios’s foundations, i.e., part of its logic of events.
the best of our knowledge, Asphalion is the only framework that supports reasoning about hybrid systems.
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of events shallowly embedded in Coq (i.e., one must use Coq’s logic to state and derive properties
from HyLoE’s axioms). Therefore, when specifying and proving properties of distributed systems
in Asphalion, one is constrained by: (a) the expressiveness of HyLoE’s operators, (b) HyLoE’s
axioms, and (c) Coq’s logic. Finally, (3) LoCK, presented in Sec. 6, is a knowledge calculus deeply
embedded in Coq, whose expressiveness is constrained by its inference rules. We leave studying
LoCK’s proof-theoretic strength for future work. LoCK is optional but recommended because: (a) it
allows stating system properties at a high-level of abstraction, without concern for how knowledge
is computed (it is more abstract and less verbose than HyLoE); and (b) it allows reusing those
properties to prove the correctness of multiple protocols.
2.5

Notation

Before illustrating how Asphalion works through a simple example in Sec. 3, let us finish here by
presenting some notation used throughout the paper. The type A → B is the type of total functions,
of the form λx.b, from A to B. The type A ∗ B is the type of pairs of the form ⟨a, b⟩ of an a ∈ A and
a b ∈ B. We use the standard “let” notation to destruct pairs: let x, y = p in f . We write p.1 and
p.2 for the 1st and 2nd elements of the pair p. B is the Boolean type with constructors true and
false. We often assume an implicit coercion from B to P (the type of propositions). The option(A)
type is the usual option type with constructors None and Some(a), where a ∈ A. The list(A) type is
the usual list type, with constructors []—the empty list—and a :: l, where a ∈ A and l ∈ list(A).
3

RUNNING EXAMPLE

Let us now explain the workflow in Asphalion, by going
through the simple example depicted on the right, which we
refer to as Micro (a simplified version of MinBFT), and which
we use throughout the paper. We start by implementing Micro
within MoC. Next, we specify its agreement property within
HyLoE. Finally, we verify this property primarily using LoCK.
Micro’s implementation in MoC. Micro is composed of three nodes, i.e. three local sub-systems:
a primary called primary, and two backups called backup1 and backup2. More precisely, let the
Micro distributed system be a function that, for every node name a ∈ {primary, backup1, backup2},
returns a local sub-system (a’s code). Each local sub-system is composed of three components (state
machines), namely, a main component called main and two sub-components: a message log called
log; and a trusted message counter, called usig, similar to the one used in MinBFT (Sec. 7.1).
Each node’s main component is in charge of receiving messages; calling the log and usig subcomponents to handle messages appropriately as discussed below; and finally possibly sending
further messages. A message is either of the form: (1) request(r)—sent from clients to the primary;
or (2) commit(r, ui)—sent from the primary to the backups; or (3) accept(r, i)—sent from the
backups to themselves. The log components receive inputs of the form log(c) (to log commits) and
produce outputs of the form logged; while usig components receive inputs of the form createUI(r)
or verifyUI(r, ui) and produce outputs of the form createdUI(ui), goodUI, or badUI.
On every input request(r), the primary (its main component) first calls its trusted usig component to assign a unique trusted sequence number i to the request r (i.e., the usig component
increments its local counter and signs r along with the new counter value i using a confidential key).
It then stores the signed request in its log. Finally, it broadcasts commit(r, ⟨i, ϑ ⟩) to both backups,
where ϑ is the usig-generated signature of the pair ⟨r, i⟩. The pair ⟨i, ϑ ⟩ is called a UI as it allows
Uniquely Identifying the request r in a reliable manner (thanks to the signature). Upon receipt of
such a message c = commit(r, ⟨i, ϑ ⟩) from the primary, each backup b (its main component) first
6
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checks whether c has a valid trusted sequence number i, i.e., the signature ϑ is correct and whether
i = j + 1, where j is the highest sequence number received so far by b from the primary. If c is valid,
then b stores it in its log, and sends a message to acknowledge the fact that c has been accepted.
Each main component maintains a state commatch m with
© | request( ) ⇒ handleRequest(a, s, m) ª
posed of: (1) the service state (a number, such as
λs, m.I  | commit( , ) ⇒ handleCommit(a, s, m) ®®
the balance of a bank account for example), which is
« | accept( , ) ⇒ handleAccept(a, s, m) ¬
updated every time a request is executed; and (2) the
highest sequence number received from the primary (this is only used by backups). The initial state
of the main component of each node a is simply the pair ⟨0, 0⟩, and its update function is depicted
above on the right. Given a state s and an input message m, main pattern matches on m, and runs
the appropriate handler. Note the I( ) operator. Let us explain what it does. As discussed in Sec. 5.4,
the three handlers are expressed in a deep embedding of a simple language, which is more amenable
to automation than our general monadic programming language shallowly embedded in Coq (and
therefore rather unwieldy).10 I( ) lifts processes from the deep embedding to the general shallow
embedding. This simple deep embedding provides three constructors, namely: RET( ) to create a
process out of a Coq term, BIND( , ) to compose processes (sometimes written as BIND ), and
CALL( , ) to call sub-processes.
Let us now define handleCommit, which handles com- def handleCommit(a, s, c)
mits sent by the primary to the backups—we elude some = if ¬validCommit(a, s, c) then RET(s, []) else
CALL(usig, verifyUI(c.val, c.ui)) BIND λo.
details for readability. The other handlers and compomatch o with
nents are defined in a similar fashion, and are therefore
| goodUI ⇒
omitted here (see MinBFT/MicroBFT.v for more details). A
let s′ = update(c, s) in
commit message c contains a request value and a UI,
CALL(log, log(c)) BIND λ .
RET(s′ , [accept(c.val, c.ui.counter)])
which we access using c.val and c.ui, respectively. The
|
⇒
RET(s, [])
validCommit function checks that: c was sent by the
primary, a is a backup, and a received the counter values less than the one in c.ui (this information
is stored in s). If c is invalid, handleCommit returns RET(s, []), meaning that main’s state remains
the same (i.e., s), and it does not output any message ([] is the empty list). If c is valid, main verifies
the validity of c.ui by calling its usig sub-component using CALL. If c.ui is valid, main updates its
state using update, which computes the highest counter between the one in c.ui (i.e., c.ui.counter)
and the one recorded so far in s. Finally, it logs the commit by calling its log sub-component, and
returns its updated state s ′ and an accept message, which is meant to be sent to itself.
Micro’s specification using HyLoE. We then specify Micro’s agreement property within HyLoE
(our hybrid logic of events shallowly embedded in Coq). It states that if the backups accept two
requests r1 and r2 , both with sequence number i, then r1 = r2 . The formula on the left formally
states this property (we omit some details for readability—see MinBFT/MicroBFTagreement.v for more
details), while the diagram on the right depicts a simple run of Micro:
Lemma micro agreement :
∀(eo : EO)(e1 , e2 : Event(eo))(r1 , r2 : Request)(i : N).
accept(r1 , i) ∈ Micro { e1
→ accept(r2 , i) ∈ Micro { e2
→ r1 = r2

This property is stated directly in Coq (using Coq’s logical constructors), and involves HyLoE
constructs. The type EO is the type of event orderings, which are abstract representations of system
runs (e.g., as depicted on the right above), and which are discussed further in Sec. 4.3. Event(eo)
10 The

monad of this general language takes care of threading the sub-components that a local system’s components are
allowed to use/call throughout the execution of that system.
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is the type of events happening within the event ordering eo.11 We simply write Event when the
corresponding event ordering is clear from the context. In micro agreement, the events e1 and e2
are therefore events happening within the event ordering eo, i.e., during the run of the system
captured by eo. Therefore, this property states that in each possible run of Micro, if it outputs two
messages of the form accept(r1, i) and accept(r2 , i) at e1 and e2 , respectively, where i is the trusted
sequence number associated with both r1 and r2 , then it must be that r1 = r2 .
HyLoE is essentially the definition of event orderings, along with the axioms that govern them
(see Sec. 4). As discussed in Sec. 5.2, on top of that, Asphalion provides constructs to reason about
the behavior of processes at given events, thereby allowing one to reason about runs of MoC
systems. In particular, it provides three constructs to reason about: (1) the inputs of processes
at given events; (2) the states of processes before and after given events; and (3) the outputs of
processes at given events. For example, in micro agreement, accept(r1, i) ∈ Micro { e1 states
that accept(r1, i) belongs to Micro’s outputs at e1 .
As explained in Sec. 4, one feature of HyLoE is that it allows reasoning about the behavior of
trusted components running at compromised nodes. Here, it allows reasoning about usig components even if the main and log components have been compromised. In general, to prove a system
property, one has to prove that it holds for all event orderings, even those where events happen at
nodes where only the trusted components are running correctly. As it turns out, micro agreement
holds even for the runs where the primary, except for its usig component, has been compromised.
Micro’s verification using LoCK. One could prove Micro’s agreement property using only HyLoE,
i.e., using only its axioms and properties of the above mentioned constructs to reason about
systems’ inputs, states and outputs. Instead, we recommend to use LoCK for two main reasons.
(1) As mentioned above, one advantage of using LoCK is that it allows one to reuse the results
proved there for several protocols. (2) Moreover, LoCK is a convenient language to reason about
systems because it is more abstract and less verbose than HyLoE, as LoCK expressions do not
mention events and event orderings. Note that even though expressions do not mention events,
sequents do, and LoCK provides a highly convenient way to navigate through events, through what
we call guards (see Sec. 6.4). Let us provide an example. LoCK is a sequent calculus, where a sequent
is of form ⟨G⟩ H ⊢ σ , where G is a list of guards, H is a list of hypotheses, and σ is the conclusion.
In the following sequent (LoCK’s syntax and semantics are presented in See 6.2 and 6.3):
⟨y : e1 ≺e2 ⟩ x 1 : K + (d 1 ) @ e1 , x 2 : K + (d 2 ) @ e2 ⊢ σ

K + (d

+
the expressions
1 ) (i.e., we know d 1 ) and K (d 2 ) (i.e., we know d 2 ) are event-free. The x 1
+
hypothesis states that K (d 1 ) holds at some event e1 , and similarly for x 2 , while the y guard states
that e1 happened before e2 . Through guards, one can then conveniently relate the knowledge
available at different points in space/time in a system run (which is captured by the hypothesis list).
Now, back to Micro, we derived micro agreement (see Sec. 6.8 for further details) using Thm. 6.1,
a general abstract lemma proved within LoCK (i.e., using LoCK’s inference rules). As it turns out,
Thm. 6.1 captures part of the logic used by hybrid systems, and can be reused for several such systems
(we show two other examples in this paper: USIG- and TrInc-based versions of MinBFT). Essentially,
Thm. 6.1 allows one to derive that if two nodes know two pieces of information for which the same
trusted sequence number has been generated, then those pieces of information must be the same. It
relies on a number of protocol-dependent assumptions, described in Sec. 6.6, regarding, for example,
the way knowledge gets propagated, and the way trusted sequence numbers are maintained. Because
we have proved LoCK’s soundness, i.e., its inference rules are valid w.r.t. its HyLoE semantics,
once we have proved a lemma within LoCK, we can immediately extract its HyLoE interpretation.
11 The

event ordering depicted on the right above is composed of 5 events: one triggered by the receipt of a request by the
primary; two triggered by the receipt of commits by the backups; and two triggered by the receipt of accepts by the backups.
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Fig. 2 Examples of message sequence diagrams

(a) Correct (kind 1)

(b) Byzantine (kind 2a)

(c) Hybrid (kind 2b)

We use this to prove micro agreement, which is expressed in HyLoE, i.e., we instantiate Thm. 6.1
appropriately, and compute its HyLoE interpretation. It then remains to prove, within HyLoE, that
the corresponding instances of its protocol-dependent assumptions hold about Micro (see Sec. 5.3
for an example of such an HyLoE proof). One interesting fact about these properties is that they
are not proved by induction, as the inductive reasoning is all done within LoCK. For example, one
of those assumptions, called KLD in Sec. 6.6, is: ∀t λt.K + (t) → (K − (t) ∨ L(t) ∨ OD(t)). Intuitively,
it states that if we know a trusted piece of information then either (1) we already knew about it; or
(2) we just learned about it; or (3) we came up with this piece of information (and disseminated
it). This is straightforwardly true about Micro because backups get to know about UIs by learning
about them from the primary. As it turns out, the protocol-dependent assumptions that Thm. 6.1
relies on, are all straightforward to prove, allowing us to straightforwardly derive micro agreement.
4

HYLOE: A HYBRID LOGIC OF EVENTS

We now present HyLoE, a new hybrid variant of the Logic of Events (LoE) that was originally
introduced in [Bickford 2009] to reason about crash fault tolerant protocols [Bickford et al. 2012;
Rahli et al. 2017; Schiper et al. 2014], and later used to reason about cyber-physical systems [Anand
and Knepper 2015]. LoE was then extended in [Rahli et al. 2018] to handle BFT systems. We now
extend LoE further to enable reasoning about hybrid fault models and hybrid protocols (which
contain components with different failure assumptions—some can be compromised, while others
can only crash on failure), and explain the main differences with previous versions. First, we start
by introducing basic concepts such as names, messages, etc., which we use to define HyLoE.
4.1

Basic HyLoE Concepts

To model the behavior of a distributed protocol one has to reason about its nodes (also called
processes, locations, or local sub-systems), and the messages they exchange. In order to make our
model as general as possible, these concepts are introduced as parameters of HyLoE, and have to
be instantiated for each implemented protocol. One of HyLoE’s parameters is a type Node of node
names, ranged over by a. Because nodes communicate via message passing, another parameter is
Msg, a type of messages ranged over by msg. The nodes of a system receive messages and produce
directed messages, which are pairs of a message and a list of destinations denoting the locations to
which the message has to be delivered. In Asphalion, nodes are collections of components, some
of which are trusted (i.e., they cannot be compromised—see Sec. 5). We assume that those trusted
components only receive inputs of some abstract type InputTrusted, ranged over by it.
4.2

Accounting for Trusted Components in HyLoE Through Hybrid Events

HyLoE is a logic of events to model hybrid fault tolerant distributed systems. One of the most
fundamental concepts to reason about distributed systems in LoE, is the concept of an event,
which can be seen as a point in space/time [Lamport 1978] at which something happened. In
EventML [Bickford et al. 2012; Rahli et al. 2017; Schiper et al. 2014] events are abstract objects that
only correspond to the handling of a message by a node that follows its specification (kind 1—see
9
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Fig. 3 HyLoE parameters
Types:

Event (ranged over by e)

Functions: ≺ ∈ Event → Event → P
loc ∈ Event → Node
Axioms:

AuthData (ranged over by auth)

Keys (ranged over by ks)

trigger ∈ Event → TriggerInfo
pred ∈ Event → option(Event)

keys ∈ Event → Keys
nfo2auth ∈ TriggerInfo → list(AuthData)

(1) ≺ is transitive and well-founded
(2) Equality on events is decidable
(3) ∀e1 , e2 .pred(e1 ) = Some(e2 ) → loc(e1 ) = loc(e2 )
(4) ∀e1 , e2 .pred(e1 ) = Some(e2 ) → e2 ≺ e1
(5) ∀e1 , e2 .pred(e1 ) = None → loc(e1 ) = loc(e2 ) → e1 , e2 → e1 ≺ e2
(6) ∀e1 , e2 .pred(e1 ) = pred(e2 ) → loc(e1 ) = loc(e2 ) → e1 = e2
(7) ∀e, e1 , e2 .e1 ≺ e2 → loc(e1 ) = loc(e2 ) → pred(e2 ) = Some(e) → e = e1 ∨ e1 ≺ e

Fig. 2a). As opposed to EventML, in Velisarios [Rahli et al. 2018], an event is either of kind 1, or
it corresponds to some arbitrary behavior, in which case no further information regarding this
event is available/provided (kind 2—see Fig. 2b). HyLoE further extends LoE by providing means
to reason about three kinds of events. As in EventML and Velisarios, Asphalion supports events
of kind 1 (see the constructor TImsg below). Furthermore, the kind 2 events of Velisarios, that are
happening at a compromised node, are now split into two categories: (1) those that did not call
a trusted component, and therefore for which no information is available (kind 2a—see Fig. 2b
and TIarbitrary below); and (2) those that called a trusted component (kind 2b—see Fig. 2c and
TItrust below). Correspondingly, we introduce the type (msg and it are introduced in Sec. 4.1):
nfo ∈ TriggerInfo ::= TImsg(msg) | TItrust(it) | TIarbitrary

4.3

Hybrid Event Orderings

To prove a property about a distributed system, one has to reason about all its possible execution
traces. Therefore, we need to provide a model of those traces. As in LoE, we model a run of a
distributed system essentially as a partial order on events. Such an abstract representation of a run
is called an event ordering (event orderings formalize the message sequence diagrams used by system
designers to describe the behavior of systems). Therefore, to prove a property P about a distributed
system, one has to prove that P is true for all event orderings that correspond to this system (among
other things, all possible assignments of TriggerInfos to events have to be considered).12
Fig. 2 provides examples of message sequence diagrams. Fig. 2a, depicts an event ordering with
three locations l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , where all events are correct and are triggered by messages. Because here the
network is asynchronous, even though l 1 sent a message to l 2 at event e1 before it sent a message
to l 2 at e3 , l 2 received the first message at e5 after it received the second message at e4 . In this
figure, e6 is triggered by the receipt of a message sent by l 2 at e5 . Instead, in Fig.2b, e6 is a Byzantine
event for which no information is available and at which no trusted component was called; and in
Fig. 2c, e6 is a hybrid event at a Byzantine location and at which a trusted component was called.
Formally, an event ordering eo of type EO is a record (see Fig. 3) that consists of a set of abstract
events Event ordered by a well-founded and transitive causal ordering relation ≺ (see Axiom (1)).13
The function loc returns the location where each event e happens, and trigger explains why it
happened by associating an element of TriggerInfo with e. Events are totally ordered at a given
location: pred(e) returns e’s local direct predecessor, if it exists. As in Velisarios [Rahli et al. 2018,
Sec.3.3], our model relies on an abstract concept of keys (of type Keys) to implement and reason
about authenticated communication. Even though for the purpose of this paper the type AuthData,
12 Note

that event orderings are used to model systems and prove properties about them, and cannot be accessed by the
systems themselves, i.e., faulty nodes identified in the model through TriggerInfo, are not identified by programs.
13 Our model is based on Lamport’s happened before relation [Lamport 1978], as opposed to the “global state” semantics [Chandy and Lamport 1985].
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of authenticated pieces of data, is left abstract, let us mention that an authenticated piece of data
(e.g., an authenticated message) can be seen as the pair of a piece of data and an authentication
token (also an abstract entity, that can be instantiated for example with RSA signatures) that
has been generated using keys (that can be instantiated for example with RSA keys). Keys are
associated with nodes as follows: keys(e) returns the keys available at e. Finally, nfo2auth(nfo) lists
all the authenticated pieces of data included in nfo. Axioms (3) to (7) provide an axiomatization
of pred. For example, Axiom (4) says that if e2 is e1 ’s direct predecessor, then e2 happened before e1 ;
and Axiom (5) says that if e1 has no direct predecessor and e2 happened at the same location
as e1 , then e2 happened after e1 if e2 is not e1 (e1 is the initial event at that location). Thanks to
these axioms, one can see an event ordering as a collection of local traces, where a local trace
is a collection of events happening at the same location and ordered in time (through pred), and
such that some events of different local traces are causally ordered (through ≺). Typically, some
runs/event orderings are not possible and therefore excluded through assumptions in specifications
(e.g., for fault-tolerant systems, we typically exclude event orderings with more than f faulty
nodes).
HyLoE Notation. Even though some operators are parameterized by event orderings, we often omit
those for readability. We now define some useful notation. Let first?(e) be true iff pred(e) = None;
let e1 ⊂ e2 be pred(e2 ) = Some(e1 ); let pred= (e) be e ′ if e ′ ⊂ e, and e otherwise; let e1 ⪯ e2 be (e1 ≺
e2 ∨ e1 = e2 ); let e1 ⊏ e2 be e1 ≺ e2 ∧ loc(e1 ) = loc(e2 ); and let e1 ⊑ e2 be e1 ⪯ e2 ∧ loc(e1 ) = loc(e2 ).
5

MOC: COMPONENT-BASED PROGRAMMING

Asphalion enables reasoning about distributed systems, where local sub-systems are composed
of multiple components that can have different failure assumptions. Components are referred to
by their names. Let CompName be the set of component names, ranged over by cn. A component
name includes a tag (a Boolean) describing whether the component is trusted (trusted components
are constrained to only react to inputs of type InputTrusted—see Sec. 4.1). Moreover, a component’s
name specifies its behavior: we assume some functions S, I, and O from component names to
types, which enforce that a component named cn must have a state of type S(cn); take inputs of
type I(cn); and produce outputs of type O(cn). Sec. 5.1 introduces components and explains how
they interact through a monad. It then explains how to build local/distributed systems as collections
of components. Sec. 5.2 explains how to relate the execution of systems with event orderings.
Finally, Sec. 5.4 explains how to reason about systems compositionally by lifting properties of
sub-components of a local system to the level of that system.
5.1

Components as State Machines, and Local and Distributed Systems

Components. A component is a named state machine, which essentially consists of an update
function and the current state of the machine. To allow components calling each other, we define
state machines using a state monad [Moggi 1989]. Therefore, instead of traditionally defining
update functions as functions that take an input and a state and return an output and an updated
state, we combine those with a monad (see Mn (T )’s definition below), such that in addition update
functions take components as input and return possibly modified components. Consequently, state
machines can call other state machines through this state monad. Therefore, to avoid a circularity in
the definition of state machines, we use step indexing [Dreyer et al. 2011] to define them, requiring
that machines at level n can only use machines of lower levels. Let Componentn (ranged over
by comp) be the collection of components at level n, which we define recursively over n below. This
definition uses the monad mentioned above, which looks like this (where T is a type):
Mn (T ) = list(Componentn ) → (list(Componentn ) ∗ T )
11
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Fig. 4 An execution of a local system

Going back to state machines, a machine at level n + 1 (of type Componentn+1 —by definition there
are no level 0 machines) with name cn is either a state machine at level n, or a pair of: (1) an update
function of type Updn (cn) = S(cn) → I(cn) → Mn (S(cn) ∗ O(cn)); and (2) a state of type S(cn).14
Monad operators. The return and bind operators of our (state) monad are defined as usual:
ret(a) = λs.⟨s, a⟩ takes a a ∈ A and outputs a Mn (A); and m >>= f = (λs.let s ′, a = m(s) in f (a, s ′))
takes a m ∈ Mn (A) and a f ∈ A → Mn (B) and outputs a Mn (B). We also introduce a call operator
to call other components from within a component at level n + 1. It takes a component name cn and
an input i ∈ I(cn) and returns a monadic output of type Mn (O(cn)). It first looks for a component
with name cn within its sub-components subs, provided by the returned monad. If it finds one, say
comp, it then applies comp to the input i and to the subset subs1 of subs containing the components
of levels strictly lower than n (the only sub-components that comp can use because of its level).
This computation produces an output o and a list of updated sub-components subs2 . Finally, call
returns the output o, as well as the list of sub-components subs, where subs1 is replaced by subs2 .15
Local & Distributed Systems. A local system of type LocalSystem is a pair of a main component
at level n and a list of sub-components at lower levels. We enforce that main components send and
receive messages. A (distributed) system of type System is a function from node names to local
systems, i.e., of type Node → LocalSystem (see, e.g., the Micro system presented in Sec. 3).
5.2

Relating MoC Systems and HyLoE Events

As mentioned above, to prove a property about a distributed system S, one has to prove that this
property holds for all “possible” event orderings. Therefore, given an event ordering eo, one has
to be able to compute the inputs, outputs, and states of S’s local sub-systems at all events in eo in
order to reason about S’s “trace” provided by eo. Inputs are provided by the trigger function. We
now explain how to compute outputs and states, and provide an example in Sec. 5.3 showing how
to combine these definitions to prove systems’ properties in a compositional manner.
Computing systems’ states. First, ls@− e runs the local system ls by applying its main component
to its sub-components and to the list of events locally preceding e and excluding e (similarly, ls@+ e
computes ls’s state after e, by applying ls to the events locally preceding e, including e). It either
(1) returns a local system ls ′ if all those events have been triggered by information of the form
TImsg(msg), i.e., non-Byzantine events; or (2) it returns a trusted component in case at least one
of those events was triggered by some information of the form TItrust(it) (in case the trusted
component16 is called) or TIarbitrary (in case the trusted component is not called), in which case
some Byzantine event happened, and we cannot know what state the rest of the local system is in;
or (3) it is undefined if one of those events is a Byzantine event and ls does not include a trusted
component. For example, Fig. 4 shows the status of the components of a local system (composed
of 3 non-trusted blue components and a trusted orange one) after handling the events caused by:
(1) the receipt of a message; (2) some arbitrary behavior; and (3) a call to the trusted component D.
14 State

machines also have the ability to halt on their own. However, we do not discuss this feature here for simplicity.
[Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.A] for an example of a local system and of how call works.
16 For simplicity, we currently only support systems with at most one trusted component per local sub-system—the typical
case in the literature on hybrid systems. This can easily be extended to systems with multiple trusted components if needed.

15 See
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As Fig. 4 illustrates, if one of those preceding events is Byzantine, ls@− e keeps running the trusted
component because it cannot be compromised. However, ls@− e loses track of the rest of the system
since a Byzantine event has occurred, and the non-trusted components could be in any state.
Computing components’ states. We can then access the state of a component named cn of a local
system ls using the operator ls⇂cn . Also, let comp⇂cn be comp if it has name cn, and undefined
otherwise. Therefore, ls@− e⇂cn returns the state of ls’s component called cn before the event e
(if it exists, i.e., if the component is trusted or no Byzantine event has occurred, otherwise the
component could be in any state); and similarly for ls@+ e⇂cn . Finally, we can compute the state of
a component cn of a system S before a given event e simply by calling S(loc(e))@− e⇂cn , which we
write as S@− e⇂cn , and similarly for after the event.
Computing systems’ outputs. Let ls { e be the outputs produced by ls’s main component at e,
when all the events preceding e are non-Byzantine (these outputs are obtained by running the
system on ls@− e). In case one of those events is Byzantine, ls { e produces instead the outputs of
the trusted component, which we are keeping track of (as explained above). We write S { e for
S(loc(e)) { e; and d ∈ ls { e to mean that d occurs within the outputs computed by ls { e.
As illustrated in Sec. 5.3, Asphalion allows composing the specifications of components to derive
local and distributed system specifications, which are fully specified in terms of: (1) their states
using S@− e⇂cn and S@+ e⇂cn ; (2) their inputs using trigger; and (3) their outputs using S { e.
5.3

Example: a Compositional Proof of a Simple Micro Property

Let us provide an example. As defined in Sec. 3, Micro is a distributed system composed of three
local sub-systems, each of which is composed of three components called main, log, and usig. Let
us prove prove that if accept(r, i) ∈ Micro { e, i.e., if a backup accepts a request r with sequence
number i, then r is logged, i.e., it is in Micro@+ e⇂log . First, (1) we prove that whenever log is called,
it logs the commit given as input. We prove this about the local system composed of log only (which
does not use any sub-components). Then, (2) from accept(r, i) ∈ Micro { e, we obtain that this
output, as well as Micro@+ e, was produced by running Micro on Micro@− e. We then inspect the
code run by Micro, and we see that log, through the use of call, was requested to log a commit
containing r. Finally, (3) we compose this proof in step (2) with the one in step (1), and conclude by
showing that Micro@+ e⇂log is the new state computed in step (1).
5.4

Lifting Through “Deep” Restrictions

We now describe a compositional method to lift properties proved about (trusted) sub-components
of a local system to the level of that system. One advantage of MoC is its expressiveness and
flexibility: because MoC is shallowly embedded in Coq, one can make use of any Coq expression to
define a component’s update function, as long as it has the right type, i.e., Updn (cn). However, this
is sometimes a disadvantage because it entails that we cannot prove many general lemmas about
the behavior of components. For example, nothing prevents components from throwing away their
sub-components, even though components often simply use their sub-components, and return
them updated. This is useful information, which we want to derive easily. A standard technique to
prove such generic results about such “well-behaved” programs is to: (1) define a deep embedding
of these “well-behaved” programs; (2) define an “interpretation” function from the deep embedding
to the shallow one; and (3) prove that the generic properties hold for the deep embedding.
One can define as many deep embeddings as needed. We define here a simple one (which we
used to implement MinBFT) that contains only three operators: return/bind/call.17 Namely, let
17 See

[Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.B] for another example of such a language that also allows spawning new sub-components.
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Proc(A) be the set of terms p of the following form (left), and let I ∈ Proc(A) → Mn (A) (for any
level n) be the following interpretation of this language (right):
RET(a)
where a ∈ A
BIND(p1 , p2 ) where p1 ∈ Proc(B) & p2 ∈ B → Proc(A)
CALL(cn, i)
where i ∈ I(cn) & O(cn) = A

I(RET(a))
= ret(a)
I(BIND(m, f )) = I(m) >>= λx .I(f (x))
I(CALL(cn, i)) = call(cn, i)

Then, given a component name cn, a level n (indicating what sub-components cn will be able to
use—it will only be able to use lower-level components), and a “deep” update function u ∈ S(cn) →
I(cn) → Proc(S(cn) ∗ O(cn)), we can build a “shallow” update function of type Updn (cn) using
λs, i.I(u s i). Thanks to this language, we can now prove the preservation lemma mentioned above,
i.e., that when a component is applied to sub-components subs1 then it produces sub-components
subs2 such that subs1 and subs2 only differ by their states (components cannot be thrown away or
spawned and the names and update functions remain the same).
Most importantly, this language allows us to reason compositionally about local and distributed
systems (see Sec. 5.1). For example, we proved the following general result,18 which we in turn used
to prove that our MinBFT implementations satisfy the Mon property presented in Eq. 4 in Sec. 6.6:19
Theorem 5.1 (Local Lifting). Given a local system ls, if (1) all its components are built as above
and have different names; and (2) cn is a trusted level 1 component in ls (i.e., it does not call other
components); then for all event e, there must exist a list of inputs l ∈ list(I(cn)) such that the state
ls@+ e⇂cn is obtained by running cn on l, starting from the state ls@− e⇂cn .
Remark 1. Trusted components need not be at level 1, but this constraint in Thm. 5.1 is convenient to
obtain a simple lifting theorem. Otherwise, without this constraint, i.e., for higher-level components, this
theorem would be more complicated because it would have to also take into account the sub-components
such higher-level components rely on. More precisely, it would not be enough to run the sub-system ls ′
composed of cn and its sub-components subs (the sub-components of ls that cn relies on) because the
execution of ls on an event e might involve other components than those in ls ′. Those other components
might also call some of the sub-components in subs. In that case it might not be enough to call ls ′ on a
list of inputs to get to ls@+ e⇂cn , because in between each call, we might have to also update the states
of the sub-components subs. It is worth noting that all the “standard” trusted components used in the
literature [Chun et al. 2007; Levin et al. 2009; Veronese et al. 2013] are level 1 components. Therefore,
we leave developing local lifting lemmas for higher-level components for future work.
6

LOCK: A HYBRID KNOWLEDGE CALCULUS

In order for a distributed system to achieve some objective as a whole, its nodes typically need
to generate, disseminate, and gather some information. The way they exchange this information
forms the high-level logic of the system. Understanding and being able to reason about this logic is
one of the major difficulties when dealing with distributed systems. Moreover, the same high-level
logic is typically shared by many systems. Therefore, we introduce LoCK: a calculus to reason at a
high-level of abstraction about the knowledge exchanged between the nodes of a distributed system.
Although LoCK is inspired by Velisarios’s knowledge library, one advantage of LoCK is that it
exposes the primitive concepts necessary to reason about knowledge through sound inference
rules,20 which further opens the door to automation.21 Moreover, unlike in Velisarios, LoCK enables
18 See

the lemma called M byz compose step trusted in the file called model/ComponentSM3.v in our implementation.
ASSUMPTION monotonicity true in MinBFT/MinBFTass mon.v and MinBFT/TrIncass mon.v.
20 We proved the soundness of our inference rules using Coq—see the file called model/CalculusSM.v.
21 Automating proofs within LoCK is left for future work. We have started developing proof tactics that automatically apply
the adequate introduction and elimination rules, in the spirit of Coq’s destruct and intro tactics. In addition, we would like
to develop both simple “brute-force” proof search engines, and decision procedures for fragments of LoCK.

19 See
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Fig. 5 LoCK’s parameters
Types:

Data (ranged over by d)

Functions: sys ∈ System
mem ∈ CompName
trust ∈ CompName
owner ∈ Data → Node
Axioms:

Identifier (ranged over by i)

Trust ⊆ Data (ranged over by t)

trustHasId ∈ Trust → Identifier → P
genFor ∈ Data → Trust → P
know ∈ Data → S(mem) → P
auth2data ∈ AuthData → list(Data)

verify ∈ Event → AuthData → B
trusted2id ∈ S(trust) → Identifier
lt ∈ Identifier → Identifier → P
initId ∈ Identifier

(1) lt is transitive and anti-reflexive
(3) ∀t, d 1 , d 2 .genFor(d 1 , t) → genFor(d 2 , t) → d 1 = d 2
(2) know(d, m) is decidable
(4) ¬know(d, m) for all initial states m of sys’s components
(5) all initial identifiers of sys’s trusted components are equal to initId

Fig. 6 LoCK’s syntax
θ ∈ KType ::= KTi | KTn | KTd | KTt
υ ∈ KVal ::= i | a | d
τ ∈ KExp ::= ⊤
| ⊥
| τ 1 → τ 2 | τ 1 ∧ τ 2 | τ 1 ∨ τ 2 | ∃ϕ
| ∀ϕ
| υ 1 = υ 2 | i1 < i2 | @(a)
| L(d) | D(d) | K + (d) | I + (i)
| H I(t, i) | O(d, a) | G(d, t) | 
| ⊂τ
| ≺τ
| ⊏τ
ϕ ∈ (θ ∈ KType) ∗ {υ ∈ KVal | oftype(υ, θ )} → KExp

reasoning about both trusted and non-trusted knowledge. First, Sec. 6.1 introduces the parameters
on which LoCK depends. Sec. 6.2 describes its syntax and Sec. 6.3 its semantics. Sec. 6.4 presents
LoCK’s derivation rules, and their semantics. Finally, Sec. 6.6 and 6.7 show how to derive within
LoCK general results about systems from typical assumptions. We among other things show how
to lift properties about trusted sub-components to the level of distributed systems.
6.1

LoCK’s Parameters

To be as general as possible, LoCK is parametrized by the types and functions described in Fig. 5.
Sec. 7.2 explains how we can instantiate those parameters to derive high-level properties of several
versions of MinBFT. LoCK can be instantiated for any kind of data (Data), trusted data22 (Trust—a
subset of Data), and identifier (Identifier—a partially ordered set, whose ordering relation is lt).
Identifiers are used to identify trusted pieces of data through the trustHasId relation. In addition,
LoCK is parameterized over the following operators: (1) sys is the distributed system we want to
reason about; (2) mem is the name of sys’s component holding the knowledge, while trust is the
name of its trusted component (these could be straightforwardly generalized to lists of component
names if necessary); (3) each piece of data is tagged by a node (extracted using owner) meant to
be the one that generated the data; (4) verify(e, auth) is true iff the authenticated piece of data
auth can indeed be authenticated at e; (5) genFor captures the fact that trusted pieces of data are
meant to correspond to non-trusted pieces of data, e.g. in MinBFT, a UI essentially corresponds to
a non-trusted request (see Sec. 7.1); (6) know expresses what it means to hold some information;
(7) the trust component is in charge of recording the last trusted identifier it generated, which
is computed using trusted2id, with initial value initId; (8) auth2data extracts the list of pieces of
data contained within an authenticated piece of data. We assume that if some trusted knowledge t
is generated for two different pieces of data d 1 and d 2 , then they must be equal. In addition, we
assume that know is decidable, and that sys’s nodes have no initial memory.
6.2

LoCK’s Syntax

As shown in Fig. 6, besides standard first-order logic operators (⊤, ⊥, ∧, ∨, →, ∃, ∀), LoCK also provides HyLoE-specific operators to state properties relating different points in space/time: ⊂, ≺, ⊏; to
talk about initial events: ; and to relate space/time coordinates: @. A quantifier of the form ∃ϕ or of
22 A

piece of data is trusted if generated by a trusted component (e.g. UIs generated by USIGs in MinBFT—see Sec. 7.1).
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Fig. 7 LoCK’s semantics (predicate logic)
J⊤Ke = True
J⊥Ke = False

Jτ 1 ∧ τ 2 Ke = Jτ 1 Ke ∧ Jτ 2 Ke
Jτ 1 ∨ τ 2 Ke = Jτ 1 Ke ∨ Jτ 2 Ke
Jτ 1 → τ 2 Ke = Jτ 1 Ke → Jτ 2 Ke

J∃ϕKe = ∃υ ∈ {υ ∈ KVal | oftype(υ, ϕ .1)}.ϕ .2(υ)
J∀ϕKe = ∀υ ∈ {υ ∈ KVal | oftype(υ, ϕ .1)}.ϕ .2(υ)

Fig. 8 LoCK’s semantics (logic of events)
JKe
= first?(e) = true
J@(a)Ke = loc(e) = a

J⊂τ Ke =



Jτ Ke′ , if pred(e) = Some(e′ )
False otherwise

J≺τ Ke = ∃e′ ≺ e.Jτ Ke′
J⊏τ Ke = ∃e′ ⊏ e.Jτ Ke′

Fig. 9 LoCK’s semantics (knowledge)
JL(d)Ke = learns(e, d)
JD(d)Ke = d ∈ sys { e
JK + (d)Ke = knows+ (e, d)

JI + (i)Ke = ident+ (e, i)
Jυ 1 = υ 2 Ke = υ 1 = υ 2
Ji1 < i2 Ke = lt(i1 , i2 )

JH I(t, i)Ke = trustHasId(t, i)
JO(d, a)Ke = owner(d) = a
JG(d, t)Ke = genFor(d, t)

the form ∀ϕ takes a dependent pair ϕ as argument: (1) a type θ and (2) a function from values of type
θ to expressions. The predicate oftype(υ, θ ) is true iff (υ, θ ) ∈ {(i, KTi), (d, KTd), (t, KTt), (a, KTn)}.
LoCK also provides general operators to capture properties about distributed knowledge. As
explained in Sec. 2.2, reasoning about distributed knowledge is a well studied topic. However,
as opposed to the papers listed there, we follow here a more computational approach, i.e. one
can always compute the knowledge at a given location. LoCK supports the standard knowledge
knows (K + ) operator, which is at the core of several knowledge calculi such as the ones mentioned
above. LoCK also adopts learns (L) and owns (O) operators from Velisarios; and introduces a new
disseminate (D) operator. In addition, LoCK also includes the knows identifier (I + ), has identifier
(HI), and generated for (G) operators to state properties about trusted knowledge, which were
not part of any of the systems mentioned above. In order to enable reasoning about any point in
space/time some of our operators come in two flavors, one annotated with a − (see below) and the
other with + . The ones annotated with − are used to state properties about the knowledge of a
system right before handling an event, and are defined below; while the ones annotated with + are
used to state properties once events have been handled, and are primitives of the language.
Notation. Let us now define some notation. Let ∃i f stand for ∃⟨KTi, f ⟩, and ∃i λi1, . . . , in .τ for
∃i λi. . . . ∃i λin .τ ; and similarly for the other quantifiers. As usual, let ¬τ be τ → ⊥. In addition, let
⪯τ = ≺τ ∨ τ
⊑τ = ⊏τ ∨ τ
⊆τ = ⊂τ ∨ (τ ∧ )

K − (τ ) = ⊂K + (τ )
I − (i) = ⊂I + (i) ∨ (i = initId ∧ )
i1 ≤ i2 = i1 < i2 ∨ i1 = i2

O(d) = ∃n λa .@(a) ∧ O(d, a)
OD(d) = O(d) ∧ D(d)

These abstractions are interpreted as follows: O(d) means that “we” own the data d, i.e., the node
at which this expression is interpreted owns the data; and OD(d) means that “we” disseminated
the data d, i.e., the node at which this expression is interpreted disseminated the data.
6.3

LoCK’s Semantics

Fig. 7, 8, and 9 describe LoCK’s semantics: Jτ Ke is a proposition expressing that τ is true at event e.
First-order logic and HyLoE operators are interpreted as expected. Let us now describe the semantics
of the other knowledge operators. First, L’s semantics is defined in terms of the learns predicate:
learns(e, d) = ∃auth.auth ∈ nfo2auth(trigger(e)) ∧ d ∈ auth2data(auth) ∧ verify(e, auth)

This states that a node learns d at some event e, if e was triggered by an input that contains the
data d. Moreover, in order to deal with Byzantine faults, we also require that to learn some data
16
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Fig. 10 Syntax of knowledge calculus rules
x
σ
h
g

∈ HypName
∈ KExpAt
∈ Hyp
∈ Guard

(a set of hypothesis names)
::= τ @ e
::= x : σ
::= y : α

seq ∈ Sequent ::= ⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ σ

y ∈ GuardName
α ∈ EventRel
H ∈ Hyps
G ∈ Guards
R ∈ Rule

(a set of guard names)
::= e1 ≡ e2 | e1 ⊂e2 | e1 ≺e2 | e1 ⪯e2 | e1 ⊏e2 | e1 ⊑e2
::= ⊘ | H , h
::= ⊘ | G, g
Λ[e, t, i] seq1 · · · seqn
seq
::=

one has to be able to verify its authenticity. Then, K + is interpreted by the knows+ predicate:
knows+ (e, d) = ∃m ∈ S(mem).sys@+ e⇂mem = m ∧ know(d, m)

where knows+ (e, d) states that a node knows d at some event e, if it holds d in its memory m (i.e.
know(d, m) is true), such that its memory m is the state of the component mem right after e. Finally,
I + is interpreted by the ident+ predicate:
ident+ (e, i) = ∃m ∈ S(trust).sys@+ e⇂trust = m ∧ trusted2id(m) = i

This states that the trusted component trust remembers the current trusted identifier i after e.
6.4

LoCK’s Rules

Syntax. Fig. 10 presents the syntax of rules. Expressions are annotated with events allowing
different expressions to be true at different points in space/time in a single sequent/rule. In a sequent
of the form ⟨G⟩ H ⊢ σ , the list of guards G is used to relate the different events mentioned in the
hypotheses H and the conclusion σ . Note that for convenience we use the same symbols for guards
and for the corresponding knowledge expressions (e1 ≺e2 is a guard, while ≺τ is an expression).23
For convenience, hypotheses and guards are all named in a sequent, allowing rules to point to them
(expressions do not depend on names). We write H 1, H 2 for the list H 1 appended with the list H 2 ,
and similarly for guards. A rule R is essentially a pair of a list of sequents (R’s hypotheses) and a
sequent (R’s conclusion). In addition, the hypotheses of a rule can depend on a list of events e, a list
of trusted values t, and a list of trusted identifiers i, allowing rules to introduce new symbols. We
omit the Λ[ ] part in rules that do not introduce new symbols. We sometime write H [σ ], for a list
of hypotheses H that contains an hypothesis of the form x : σ , and similarly for guards. We then
sometimes write H [σ ′] to denote the same list of hypotheses where x : σ is replaced by x : σ ′.
Semantics. Guards, hypotheses, and sequents are interpreted as follows:
Je1 □e2 K
= e1 ◦ e2
Jx : τ @ eK = Jτ Ke

JGK = ∀g ∈ G.JgK
JH K = ∀h ∈ H .JhK

J⟨G⟩ H ⊢ σ K = JGK → JH K → Jσ K

where (□, ◦) ∈ {(⊏, ⊏), (⊑, ⊑), (≺, ≺), (⪯, ⪯), (⊂, ⊂), (≡, =)}. Note that □ is a guard operator, while ◦
is a HyLoE operator. Finally, a rule R (see Fig. 10) is true if JseqK (R’s conclusion) follows from
Jseq1 K ∧ · · · ∧ Jseqn K (R’s hypotheses) for all possible instances of e, t, and i.

Primitive Rules. We now provide a sample of LoCK’s derivation rules. Additional rules such
as LoCK’s structural and predicate logic rules are presented in [Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.C]. As
mentioned above, LoCK is sound in the sense that we have proved that its inference rules are sound
w.r.t. the HyLoE-based semantics introduced above (we skip those proofs here for space reasons).
Fig. 11 presents LoCK’s event relation rules. The family of elimination rules □E allows turning
HyLoE operators into guards, while the families of introduction rules □I and □It allow using those
guards to navigate between points in space/time to prove HyLoE expressions. The two rules if¬
23 Note

also that the collection of guards is not minimal for convenience.
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Fig. 11 LoCK’s event relation rules
Let □ ∈ {⊏, ≺ } and (◁, ◀) ∈ {(≺, ⪯), (⊏, ⊑), (⊏, ≺), (⊑, ⪯), (⊂, ⊏), (≡, ⊑)}
Λ[e′ ]

⟨G, y : e′ □e⟩ H [x : τ @ e′ ] ⊢ σ
□E
⟨G ⟩ H [x : □τ @ e] ⊢ σ

⟨G, y : pred= (e)⊂e⟩ H ⊢ σ
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ ¬ @ e

⟨G, y : pred= (e) ≡ e⟩ H ⊢ σ
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢  @ e

if¬

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ σ

⟨G[e′ □e]⟩ H ⊢ □τ @ e′
□It
⟨G[e′ □e]⟩ H ⊢ □τ @ e

⟨G[e′ □e]⟩ H ⊢ τ @ e′
□I
⟨G[e′ □e]⟩ H ⊢ □τ @ e

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ σ

⟨G[e′ ◀ e]⟩ H ⊢ σ
weak
⟨G[e′ ◁ e]o ⟩ H ⊢ σ

if

⟨G[y : e1 ≡ e2 ]⟩ H ⊢ τ @ e1
subC
⟨G[y : e1 ≡ e2 ]⟩ H ⊢ τ @ e2

⟨G[e1 ≡ e2 ]⟩ H [τ @ e2 ] ⊢ σ
subH
⟨G[e1 ≡ e2 ]⟩ H [τ @ e1 ] ⊢ σ

⟨G, y : e ≡ e⟩ H ⊢ σ
≡refl
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ σ

Fig. 12 LoCK’s logic of events rules
⟨G[e1 ⊏e2 ]⟩ H ⊢ ¬ @ e2

¬

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢  ∨ ¬ @ e

dec

Λ[e′ ] ⟨G, y : e′ ⊑e⟩ H ⊢  → τ @ e′
⟨G, y : e′ ⊑e⟩ H ⊢ ⊂τ → τ @ e′

ind

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ τ @ e

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ @(a) @ e1
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ @(a) @ e2

⟨G, y : e1 ≡ e2 ⟩ H ⊢ σ
⟨G, y : e1 ⊏e2 ⟩ H ⊢ σ
⟨G, y : e2 ⊏e1 ⟩ H ⊢ σ

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ σ

tri

Fig. 13 LoCK’s knowledge rules
Kdec
Let (π , κ, ρ) ∈ {(=, <, <), (<, =, <), (<, <, <), (=, =, =)}.
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ K + (d) ∨ ¬K + (d) @ e
⟨G
⟩
H
⊢
i
π
i
@
e
⟨G
⟩
H
⊢
i
κ
i
@
e
1
2
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ υ 2 = υ 1 @ e
sym
trans
irrefl
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ υ 1 = υ 2 @ e
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ i1 ρ i2 @ e
⟨G ⟩ H [i < i] ⊢ σ

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ a 1 = a 2 @ e

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ I + (i1 ) @ e
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ I + (i2 ) @ e

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ G(d 1 , t) @ e
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ G(d 2 , t) @ e

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ O(d, a 1 ) @ e
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ O(d, a 2 ) @ e
1owner

1data

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ d 1 = d 2 @ e

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ i1 = i2 @ e

1id

and if provide an axiomatization of pred= . The weak family of rules allows weakening guards,
e.g., from ≺ to ⪯ (strengthening rules are presented in [Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.C]). Finally, using
subH and subC one can substitute events in sequents’ hypotheses and conclusions.
Fig. 12 presents LoCK’s HyLoE rules. The ind rule is an induction rule on causal time. It says
that to prove that a property is true at some event e, it is enough to prove that it is true at the
first event prior to e (the base case), and that for any event e ′ prior to e, if it is true right before e ′,
then it is also true at e ′ (the inductive case). The tri rule axiomatizes the HyLoE fact that if two
events e1 and e2 happen at the same location a, then either the events are equal, or one happened
before the other. The ¬ rule states that if some event e1 happened strictly and locally before some
event e2 , then e2 cannot be the first event at that location. Finally, dec states that  is decidable.
Fig. 13 presents LoCK’s knowledge rules. The Kdec rule says that K + is decidable. The 1owner
rule states that a given piece of data can only be owned by a single node. The 1data rule states
that trusted pieces of data can only be related to a single piece of data. Finally, the 1id rule states
that one can only know about a single identifier at any point in time.
6.5

Examples of Derivations Within LoCK

Let us now provide a few simple examples to illustrate the expressiveness of our calculus, as well
as the usefulness of some of its features, such as guards.24
24 We

use here some standard rules such as →E (implication elimination); ∨E (or elimination); ∨Il /∨Ir (or introduction
left/right); or hyp (hypothesis rule), which are described in [Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.C].
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Non-initial-events. We start by proving that if τ happened before, ⟨y : e′ ⊏e⟩ x : τ @ e′ ⊢ ¬ @ e ¬
□E
then the current event cannot be the initial event, i.e.: ⊏τ → ¬
⟨⊘⟩ x : ⊏τ @ e ⊢ ¬ @ e
→E
(see derivation on the right).25 In this first example, we only navigate
⟨⊘⟩ ⊘ ⊢ ⊏τ → ¬ @ e
between events in the hypothesis x: we use the □E elimination rule
to introduce a guard, that allows navigating from the point in space/time where ⊏τ is true (i.e., e),
to the point where τ is true (i.e., e ′) . We conclude using ¬, which says that a point that has
predecessors cannot be the first event.
Collapsing. We now prove another simple, though ⟨y : e′ ⊏e, y ′ : e′′ ⊏e′ ⟩ x : τ @ e′′ ⊢ τ @ e′′ hyp
slightly more involved, example (see derivation on the ⟨y : e′ ⊏e, y ′ : e′′ ⊏e′ ⟩ x : τ @ e′′ ⊢ ⊏τ @ e′ □I
right), where we use guards to navigate through events ⟨y : e′ ⊏e, y ′ : e′′ ⊏e′ ⟩ x : τ @ e′′ ⊢ ⊏τ @ e □It
□E
in multiple formulas: both in hypothesis x and in the con⟨y : e′ ⊏e⟩ x : ⊏τ @ e′ ⊢ ⊏τ @ e
□E
clusion. Namely, we prove: ⊏⊏τ → ⊏τ , which says that
⟨⊘⟩ x : ⊏⊏τ @ e ⊢ ⊏τ @ e
→E
if it happened before that τ happened before, then τ hap⟨⊘⟩ ⊘ ⊢ ⊏⊏τ → ⊏τ @ e
pened before.26 We use the □E elimination rule twice to go
from the point where ⊏⊏τ is true (i.e., e), to the point where τ is true (i.e., e ′′). We then use the □It
introduction rule to navigate to the e ′ intermediary point. Finally, we use the □I introduction rule
to navigate to e ′′, while eliminating ⊏ (as opposed to the previous step, which keeps the operator).
Weakening. Our next example illustrates how our weak rules become handy when navigating
between points in space/time. We show here that we can derive ⟨G⟩ H [x : ⊑τ @ e] ⊢ σ from
⟨G, y : e ′ ⊑e⟩ H [x : τ @ e ′] ⊢ σ , i.e., we derive ⊑’s elimination rule. We weaken here both ⊏ and ≡,
to ⊑, in order to obtain the same guard in both branches of our derivation:27
Λ[e′ ] ⟨G, y : e′ ⊑e⟩ H [x : τ @ e′ ] ⊢ σ
Λ[e′ ]

⟨G, y :

e′ ⊑e⟩ H [x

:τ @

e′ ]

⟨G, y : e⊑e⟩ H [x : τ @ e′ ] ⊢ σ

⊢σ

Λ[e′ ] ⟨G, y : e′ ⊏e⟩ H [x : τ @ e′ ] ⊢ σ
⟨G ⟩ H [x : ⊏τ @ e] ⊢ σ

weak

□E

⟨G, y : e ≡ e⟩ H [x : τ @ e′ ] ⊢ σ
⟨G ⟩ H [x : τ @ e] ⊢ σ

⟨G ⟩ H [x : ⊑τ @ e] ⊢ σ

weak
≡refl

∨E

Predecessor. Next, we prove that if τ was true at pred= (e) (denoted ep below) then it must be
that τ happened before or at e.28 Once again, we use here LoCK’s feature that different expressions
in a sequent can be true at different events: x is true at ep , while the conclusion of the root is
true at e. In the following proof, Π 1 is a proof that  is decidable (using dec ); Π 2 is a proof of 
(using hyp); and Π 3 is a proof of ¬ (using hyp)—those are eluded here for readability:

⟨y : ep ≡ e⟩ x : τ @ e, o :  @ e ⊢ τ @ e

⟨y : ep ≡ e⟩ x : τ @ ep , o :  @ e ⊢ τ @ e

hyp
subH

⟨⊘⟩ x : τ @ ep , o :  @ e ⊢ τ @ e

Π1

⟨⊘⟩ x : τ @ ep , o :  @ e ⊢ ⊑τ @ e

⟨y : ep ⊏e⟩ x : τ @ ep , o : ¬ @ e ⊢ τ @ ep

hyp

⟨y : ep ⊂e⟩ x : τ @ ep , o : ¬ @ e ⊢ ⊏τ @ e

weak

⟨y : ep ⊏e⟩ x : τ @ ep , o : ¬ @ e ⊢ ⊏τ @ e

Π2
if

□I

⟨⊘⟩ x : τ @ ep , o : ¬ @ e ⊢ ⊏τ @ e

∨Ir

⟨⊘⟩ x : τ @ ep , o : ¬ @ e ⊢ ⊑τ @ e

⟨⊘⟩ x : τ @ ep , o :  ∨ ¬ @ e ⊢ ⊑τ @ e

⟨⊘⟩ x : τ @ ep ⊢ ⊑τ @ e

∨Il

Π3

if¬

∨E

cut

Acquired knowledge. Finally, let us present another useful fact that allows getting back to the
point where the knowledge was acquired (because it was locally generated or because it was
25 See

DERIVED
DERIVED
27 See DERIVED
28 See DERIVED
26 See

RULE
RULE
RULE
RULE

local before implies not first true in model/CalculusSM derived3.v.
twice local before implies once true in model/CalculusSM derived3.v.
unlocal before eq hyp true in model/CalculusSM.v.
at pred implies local before eq true in model/CalculusSM derived3.v.
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received): if we know some piece of data d, then there was a point e ′ in the past, where we did not
know d before e ′ but we knew it after e ′.29 We state this fact as a derived rule as follows:
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ K + (d) @ e
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ ⊑(K + (d) ∧ ¬K − (d)) @ e

(1)

which we prove by induction on causal time using ind. To prove the base case, we first eliminate ⊑
using ∨Ir . The left conjunct follows trivially from our hypothesis, and we prove the right conjunct
using weak and ¬. The inductive case follows from Kdec , i.e. that knowledge is decidable.
6.6 Typical System Assumptions and Consequences
In order to derive general results about distributed knowledge, such as in Sec. 6.7, let us first present
some typical assumptions about knowledge, which we express here within LoCK (see the file called
model/CalculusSM.v for more details). We illustrate in Sec. 7.2 that those assumptions indeed make
sense, by validating them to, in turn, derive properties about MinBFT from those general results.
Assumptions. We first start by defining those assumptions, and we then explain their meaning:
= ∀t λt. L (t) → ≺( OD(t))
(2)
+
−
KLD = ∀t λt. K (t) → ( K (t) ∨ L (t) ∨ OD(t))
(3)
Mon = ( ∃i λi. I − (i) ∧ I + (i)) ∨ ( ∃i λi1, i2 .i1 < i2 ∧ I − (i1 ) ∧ I + (i2 ))
(4)
New = ∀t λt. ∀i λi, i1, i2 .( OD(t) ∧ I − (i1 ) ∧ I + (i2 )) → (i1 < i ∧ i ≤ i2 ∧ H I (t, i) ∧ ¬H I (t, i1 ))
(5)
Uniq = ∀t λt 1, t 2 . ∀i λi.( OD(t 1 ) ∧ OD(t 2 ) ∧ H I (t 1, i) ∧ H I (t 2, i)) → t 1 = t 2
(6)
Through LID, we get to assume that if one learns some trusted data, it must be that it was disseminated by the corresponding trusted component that owns the data. Moreover, as stated by KLD,
typically if we know some trusted information, then we either knew it before, or we just learned it,
or we just disseminated it. Also, a typical property of trusted components is Mon, which says that
the identifiers maintained by those components monotonically increase, i.e., either the recorded
identifier stays the same (left disjunct), or it increases (right disjunct). In addition, as stated by New,
if a trusted component is in charge of generating trusted identifiers, such an identifier i must be
between the one recorded before and the one recorded after it generated i. Finally, trusted pieces of
data disseminated by a trusted component at a given point in time are typically unique (Uniq).
LID

Provenance of knowledge. From KLD (Eq. 3) and using LoCK’s induction on causal time rule (ind),
we can derive:30 K + (t) → ⊑L(t) ∨ ⊑OD(t). Then, using LID (Eq. 2), and using a similar collapsing
result as the one presented in Sec. 6.5 above (to collapse ⊑≺ into ⪯ here), we can further derive:31
K + (t) → ⪯( OD(t))

(7)

Uniqueness over time. Uniq can be generalized to trusted pieces of data generated at any point in
space/time by a trusted component. Namely, we can derive the following rule within LoCK:32
Λ[e′ ] ⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ Mon ∧ New ∧ Uniq @ e′

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ OD(t 1 ) ∧ H I(t 1 , i) ∧ @(a) @ e1
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ OD(t 2 ) ∧ H I(t 2 , i) ∧ @(a) @ e2

⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ t 1 = t 2 @ e

(8)

This derived rule is critical to prove Thm. 6.1 in Sec. 6.7. It says that if two trusted pieces of data
t 1 and t 2 are disseminated at e1 and e2 , respectively, such that they have the same identifier and
that e1 and e2 happened at the same location a, then t 1 must be equal to t 2 . We can derive this
29 See

the lemma called DERIVED
the lemma called DERIVED
31 See the lemma called DERIVED
32 See the lemma called DERIVED

30 See

RULE
RULE
RULE
RULE

knowledge acquired true in the filed called model/CalculusSM.v.
trusted KLD implies or true in the file called model/CalculusSM.v.
trusted KLD implies gen true in the file called model/CalculusSM.v.
trusted disseminate unique ex true in the file called model/CalculusSM.v.
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result using LoCK’s trichotomy rule tri. If e1 = e2 then we conclude using Uniq. If e1 happened
locally before e2 (and similarly if e2 happened before e1 ) then from Mon, and using LoCK’s induction
on causal time rule ind, we derive that the identifier i1 recorded after e1 must be less than or equal
to the one, say i2 , recorded before e2 . Moreover, from New, we derive that i is less than or equal
to i1 and i2 is strictly less than i. Finally, we conclude using the trans and irrefl derivation rules.
6.7

Distributed Lifting

Theorem 6.1 (Distributed Lifting). Using the above mentioned rules and assumptions, we
derived the following rule within LoCK:33
Λ[e′ ] ⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ LID ∧ KLD ∧ Mon ∧ New ∧ Uniq @ e′
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ K + (t 1 ) ∧ O(t 1 , a) ∧ G(d 1 , t 1 ) ∧ H I(t 1 , i) @ e1
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ K + (t 2 ) ∧ O(t 2 , a) ∧ G(d 2 , t 2 ) ∧ H I(t 2 , i) @ e2
⟨G ⟩ H ⊢ d 1 = d 2 @ e

This derived rule allows lifting properties of trusted sub-components to the level of a distributed
system. It states that if all assumptions presented in Sec. 6.6 are satisfied at all events; and at event e1
some node knows some trusted information t 1 , owned by a, with identifier i, and generated from
some data d 1 ; and similarly at e2 some node knows some trusted information t 2 , also owned by a
and with identifier i, and generated from d 2 ; then the two pieces of data d 1 and d 2 must be equal.
This is the crux of proving the safety properties of MinBFT’s normal case operation (see Sec. 7.2).
Proof Sketch 1. We derive here Thm. 6.1 essentially from the “derived knowledge” formula 7 and
the “uniqueness” derived rule 8 presented above. From K + (t 1 ) (at e1 ) and K + (t 2 ) (at e2 ), we can derive
using Eq. 7 that there must be two previous events e1′ and e2′ such that t 1 was disseminated at e1′ and t 2
was disseminated at e2′ (by their rightful owners). Because a owns both t 1 and t 2 then it must be that e1′
and e2′ happened at the same location. We can then derive that t 1 = t 2 from the derived rule 8. Finally,
we derive that d 1 = d 2 using LoCK’s 1data inference rule.
6.8

Example: Micro’s Agreement

As mentioned above, we used Thm. 6.1 to prove the agreement property of the Micro system
defined in Sec. 3 (as well as of the MinBFT variants discussed in Sec. 7). For that we first need
to instantiate LoCK’s parameters (we only discuss some of the most interesting parameters—
see MinBFT/MicroBFTkn.v for more details). We instantiate Data by the union type that contains
commit messages, accept messages, and UIs, i.e., all pieces of data that mention a counter; Identifier
is instantiated by N; and Trust is the type of UIs as generated by usig components. The sys parameter
is instantiated by Micro; mem is instantiated by log; trust is instantiated by usig; trustHasId(ui, i)
is true if i is the counter contained in ui; know(d, m) is true if d occurs in the list of commits m
maintained by log; verify(e, auth) returns true iff the usig component running at e can indeed verify
auth; trusted2id returns the counter maintained by the usig component; lt is <; and initId is 0.
Getting back to Micro’s agreement property: we have to prove that if the backups accept two
requests r1 and r2 both with trusted counter value i (generated by the primary), then those requests
must be equal. See Sec. 3 for a formal statement of this property. From the facts that the two
requests r1 and r2 were accepted at e1 and e2 , respectively, we derive that those requests must have
been known at these two points. More precisely, because as explained in Sec. 5.3, the commits
corresponding to those two requests must be logged, then there must exist two pieces of trusted
data (two UIs) ui1 and ui2 , such that JK + (ui1 )Ke1 , JK + (ui2 )Ke2 , ui1 corresponds to the piece of data
⟨r1, i⟩, i.e. JG(⟨r1, i⟩, ui1 )Ke1 , and ui2 corresponds to the piece of data ⟨r2 , i⟩, i.e. JG(⟨r2 , i⟩, ui2 )Ke2 .
33 See

the lemma called DERIVED RULE trusted knowledge unique3 ex true in the file called model/CalculusSM.v.
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Moreover, both ui1 and ui2 have trusted counter i, i.e. JHI(ui1, i)Ke1 and JHI(ui2 , i)Ke2 , and both
were generated (are owned) by the primary, i.e. JO(ui1, primary)Ke1 and JO(ui2 , primary)Ke2 . We
are now ready to use Thm. 6.1. To use this LoCK theorem in our HyLoE proof, we use the fact that it
is true w.r.t. its HyLoE semantics described in Sec. 6.3. Namely, we derive J⟨r1, i⟩ = ⟨r2 , i⟩Ke (for any
event e) from the fact that JLIDKe′ , JKLDKe′ , JMonKe′ , JNewKe′ , and JUniqKe′ are true at all events e ′.
These assumptions are straightforwardly true about Micro, and are proved within HyLoE directly.
Finally, because J⟨r1, i⟩ = ⟨r2 , i⟩Ke , i.e., ⟨r1, i⟩ = ⟨r2 , i⟩, we conclude that r1 = r2 . High-level results
such as Thm. 6.1 allow us to capture the logic of distributed systems at a high-level of abstraction,
leaving proving simple protocol-dependent properties directly within HyLoE.34
7 CASE STUDIES: USIG- AND TRINC-BASED MINBFT
We exercised Asphalion by implementing and verifying two versions of the seminal MinBFT hybrid
protocol [Veronese et al. 2013]: one based on USIGs (as in the original version), and one based on
TrIncs [Levin et al. 2009]. As discussed below, USIGs and TrIncs have different pros and cons that
make them both interesting to use and verify. We proved the agreement property of both versions
using Thm. 6.1, which we proved within LoCK (see Sec. 6.7). Because other hybrid protocols rely
on trusted components that are similar to USIGs and TrIncs, we believe that our methodology can
also be used to verify the correctness of other hybrid protocols such as [Behl et al. 2017; Chun et al.
2007; Kapitza et al. 2012]. We now present MinBFT (see [Veronese 2010; Veronese et al. 2013] for
further details), starting with a description of the trusted components our implementations rely on.
7.1

MinBFT Recap

USIG. To achieve safety with only 2f +1 replicas, every var c o u n t e r = 0 ; var i d ; var k e y s ;
MinBFT replica runs a local service called USIG (Unique
Sequential Identifier Generator). Its purpose is to securely f uc no uc tnitoenr + c+r; e a t e U I ( msg ) : UI {
count messages so that replicas can know whether they H: = hash ( msg , i d , c o u n t e r , k e y s ) ;
have missed messages. Every sent message is supposed r e t u r n ⟨ i d , c o u n t e r , H ⟩ ; }
to be tagged with a USIG-generated certificate called UI f u n c t i o n v e r i f y U I ( msg , UI ) : b o o l {
H: = hash ( msg , UI . i d , UI . c o u n t e r , k e y s ) ;
(Unique Identifier). A UI is a triple of: an id (the replica’s r e t u r n ( UI . d i g e s t == H ) ; }
unique id), a counter value, and a signed hash (of the
message/id/counter triple). USIGs provide only two simple operations: to generate and verify UIs
(see pseudo-code above). Counter values produced by USIGs are monotonic (and without gaps)
and therefore uniquely identify messages. This is guaranteed even when replicas are compromised
because by definition USIGs execute inside trusted-trustworthy components, i.e., in tamperproof
environments. To the best of our knowledge USIGs have the smallest TCB compared to other
trusted components used in contemporary hybrid protocols, such as TrIncs discussed next.
TrInc. In [Levin et al. 2009], the authors introduced a new kind of trusted components called
Trusted Incrementer (TrInc for short). TrInc is more general than USIG in the sense that it maintains
multiple counters (one can dynamically add new counters through TrInc’s interface), and that
counters can have gaps: given a counter k, k’s next value is provided by the client of the TrInc and
has to be greater than the current value (see [Levin et al. 2009] for uses of these features). This is to
contrast with a USIG, which increments its counter by one on each createUI call. Note that the fact
that counters do not have gaps does not need to be enforced by the trusted components, which is
made explicit when using TrInc instead of USIG. TrInc’s flexibility comes at the price of slightly
more complex trusted components. However, this flexibility makes TrInc compelling and led BFT
implementations such as Hybster [Behl et al. 2017] to be based on TrInc instead of USIG.
34 As

discussed in [Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.D], we have also proved the crux of Micro’s validity property within LoCK.
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MinBFT. MinBFT works in a succession of configurations called
views. In each view v, the distinguished replica p = v mod n (n
is the total number of replicas), called the primary, is in charge
of ordering client requests by assigning sequence numbers (the
counter values generated by its USIG) to them. As long as the primary is not suspected to be faulty,
MinBFT executes its normal case operation (see above diagram); and switches to a view-change
operation otherwise.35 We focus here on the normal case operation, which works as follows:
1. To execute an operation op with timestamp seq, client c sends a message ⟨REQUEST, c, seq, op⟩σc
to all replicas and waits for f + 1 matching replies from different replicas.
2. When the primary p receives a request m, it calls its USIG to generate a new identifier ui i and
sends ⟨PREPARE, v, m, ui i ⟩ to all other replicas (v is the current view).
3. Upon receipt of ⟨PREPARE, v, m, ui i ⟩, replica j calls its USIG to verify ui i , generates a new identifier
ui j , and sends ⟨COMMIT, v, m, ui i , ui j ⟩ to all other replicas.
4. If replica k receives f + 1 valid ⟨COMMIT, v, m, ui i , ui j ⟩ messages (i.e., the UIs are valid) from
different replicas, it executes the request m, and sends the result res of this execution in a reply
⟨REPLY, k, seq, res⟩σk to the client. In addition, upon receipt of a new commit, k calls its USIG to
generate a new identifier ui k and sends ⟨COMMIT, v, m, ui i , ui k ⟩ to all others.
In all these steps, a replica i handles a message only if: (1) the message is signed properly in case
of requests; (2) the message comes from the current primary in case of prepares; (3) the view number
is the current one; and (4) upon receipt of a UI from a replica j, replica i has already received all the
UIs from j with lower counter values.
7.2

Implementation and Verification of MinBFT

Let us now describe how we used Asphalion to implement the two variants of MinBFT mentioned
above using MoC, and verify their correctness using HyLoE and LoCK. We focus on the USIG-based
version, and only mention the TrInc-based one when the two versions differ.
MinBFT system. In our MoC implementation of MinBFT (see MinBFT/MinBFT.v for more details),
a replica is a local system called MinBFTlocalSys. Each local system is composed of: (1) a main
component (called MAINcomp), which among other things maintains the replicated service; (2) a
USIG component (called USIGcomp—the only trusted component) as described in Sec. 7.1; and (3) a
log component (called LOGcomp) that stores all sent and received messages. Finally, the distributed
system MinBFTsys is the function mapping each replica name to MinBFTlocalSys.
MinBFT knowledge. To verify properties about MinBFT using LoCK, we had to instantiate the
parameters presented in Fig. 5.36 We only discuss here some of the most interesting parameters. We
instantiate Data with a type that contains both UIs and triples of the form view/request/UI, which
is the canonical information contained in most messages. Trust is instantiated with the type of UIs,
and Identifier is instantiated with the type of counters. The component name mem is instantiated
with LOGcomp; while trust is instantiated with USIGcomp. The predicate know is instantiated by
a predicate that states that the data is stored in the log. Finally sys is instantiated with MinBFTsys.
As opposed to the USIG-based version, to reason about the TrInc-based version, we have instantiated Identifier with the type of counter value lists, because TrInc maintains multiples counters.
We then say that a UI ui, with counter id i and counter value c, has identifier l (a list of counter
values) if the counter value in l corresponding to i is c (the other counters can have any values).
35 MinBFT

provides a garbage collection process to discard messages so as not to exhaust the memory; and a view-change
process to ensure liveness. Those are outside the scope of this paper, and are left as future work, because the normal phase
operation provides the necessary and sufficient context to address the challenges of reasoning about hybrid systems.
36 See the files called MinBFT/MinBFTkn0.v, MinBFT/MinBFTkn.v and MinBFT/TrInckn.v in our implementation.
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Verified properties. Using Asphalion we proved the following Coq lemma, which is critical to
prove the safety of MinBFT’s normal case operation (the → direction is the agreement property):37
Lemma agreement iff : ∀ (eo : EventOrdering) (e1 e2 : Event) (r1 r2 : Request) (i1 i2 : nat) (l1 l2 : list name),
AXIOM auth messages were sent or byz eo MinBFTsys
→ ((send accept r1 i1 l1) ∈ MinBFTsys { e1) → ((send accept r2 i2 l2) ∈ MinBFTsys { e2) → (i1 = i2 ↔ r1 = r2).

The AXIOM auth messages were sent or byz axiom is discussed below. This lemma states that
if a correct replica executes a client request r with counter value i1 (which triggers the sending of
an accept message), then no other correct replica will execute the same request with a different
counter value i2 , i1; and two correct replicas cannot execute two different requests with the same
counter value (all the other replicas could well be faulty). As mentioned above, this lemma is a
straightforward consequence of the general Thm. 6.1 proved within LoCK and presented in Sec. 6.7.
Knowledge assumptions. Because Thm. 6.1 relies on some assumptions (see Sec. 6.6), we had
to prove that those are indeed true about our MinBFT implementations. KLD is a straightforward
consequence of the way MinBFT accumulates knowledge by logging messages: a message is logged
if it is generated or received. We proved Mon using the local lifting Thm. 5.1, described in Sec. 5.4.
It is true because USIGs (and TrIncs) indeed maintain monotonic counters. New and Uniq are
straightforwardly true because USIGs always increment their counters before generating a new
UI. LID differs from the others because it is not a direct consequence of MinBFT’s behavior, but
follows from our generic AXIOM auth messages were sent or byz HyLoE assumption, which is
a constraint on event orderings that rules out impossible message transmissions. It states that if a
node receives a valid piece of data d (in the sense that its authenticity has been checked), then either
(1) a correct node sent d following the protocol; or (2) some arbitrary event happened, for which
no information is available, and some node sent d either authenticating it itself or impersonating
some other node; or (3) some arbitrary event happened at which a trusted component generated d.
7.3

Differences from the Original Proof

As it turns out, our proof of agreement iff is significantly simpler than the original pen-and-paper
proof [Veronese 2010, pp.151–153]. The original proof of the ← direction, which we claim here
to be unnecessarily convoluted, goes as follows: given that two quorums of f + 1 replicas each
have committed (r,i1) and (r,i2), respectively, there must be a replica at the intersection of the two
quorums that has committed both i1 and i2 (since there are 2f + 1 replicas in total). Then, their
proof goes by cases on whether or not that replica and the primary are correct, leading to four
cases. However, this replica at the intersection of the two quorums is not required because if a
replica has executed a request, it must have received at least one prepare/commit for this request
containing a UI created by the primary’s USIG. Therefore, we can deduce that the primary’s USIG
must have created UIs for the two counters corresponding to the two quorums mentioned above.
We can then trace back these two counters to the time the primary’s USIG generated UIs for them,
and conclude using monotonicity. Note that we do not need to go by cases on whether replicas are
correct or not because trusted components of hybrid systems (USIGs here) cannot be tampered
with, and the above reasoning rely solely on properties that the system inherits from the trusted
components. Thanks to Asphalion’s operators, such as ls { e described in Sec. 5.2, we can always
reliably access these trusted components because they cannot be compromised and because in the
context of such safety proofs, they must have been running at the time they outputted values (i.e.,
at the time they created UIs in the case of USIGs). As a matter of fact, agreement iff holds even if
the primary, except for its USIG, has been compromised.
37 See

the the files called MinBFT/MinBFTagreement iff.v and MinBFT/TrIncagreement iff.v.
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EVALUATION

Extraction. We use Coq’s extraction mechanism to obtain executable OCaml code from our
distributed systems implemented in MoC (see Sec. 5.1). However, because we want to run the
different components of a local system separately (i.e. execute the trusted ones within trusted
environments such as Intel SGX), the monad structure is “erased” during extraction.38 Instead, a
separate module is created for each component, and calls to sub-components are extracted to calls
to those modules. In addition, the functional states of MoC components are turned into imperative
ones within those modules.39 Running the sub-components of a local system separately enables
executing the trusted ones within trusted environments, in our case Intel SGX enclaves.
Trusted execution. We use Graphene-SGX [Tsai et al. 2017], a library for running unmodified applications inside Intel SGX enclaves, to execute MinBFT’s trusted USIG components inside enclaves
(see MinBFT/runtime w sgx/README.md or [Vukotic et al. 2019, Appx.G] for details). Because GrapheneSGX’s driver closes enclaves after each call, and because only part of the extracted code is meant
to run inside enclaves, our SGX-based runtime environment uses a TCP interface for replicas to
interact with USIGs running in Graphene-SGX enclaves. Also, because to the best of our knowledge,
at the time of writing, Intel SGX only supports C applications, our SGX-based runtime environment
includes C wrappers around the OCaml code of the USIG components, and OCaml wrappers around
the TCP interface implemented in C (these wrappers use [OCaml2C 2019]). Note that to support
calling the interfaces of trusted components through the above mentioned TCP interface, one
has to write custom serializers/deserializers (see for example MinBFT/runtime w sgx/tcp client.c and
MinBFT/runtime w sgx/tcp server.c). We leave it for future work to generate those automatically.
average response time in ms

Comparison. As shown on the right, the average la- 14
verif. PBFT f=3
12
verif. PBFT f=2
tency of our USIG-based implementation is lower than
verif. PBFT f=1
10
verif. MinBFT f=3
the one of the verified version of PBFT presented in [Rahli
verif. MinBFT f=2
8
verif. MinBFT f=1
et al. 2018]. Although Graphine-SGX incurs some over6
head, our MinBFT implementation is faster because:
4
(1) MinBFT uses less communication steps than PBFT;
2
0
and (2) our MinBFT implementation uses less expensive
0
20000
40000
60000
80000
100000
timestamp/instance
crypto than in [Rahli et al. 2018]. Our experiments use
one client, f ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and the replicated service is a state machine that accumulates inputs using
addition. We used a desktop with 16GB of RAM, and 8 i7-6700 cores running at 3.40GHz.
Trusted Computing Base. The TCB of our system is composed of: (1) the fact that our HyLoE
model faithfully reflects the behavior of hybrid systems (see Sec. 4); (2) the validity of the assumption
described in Sec. 7.2; (3) Coq’s logic and implementation; (4) our runtime environment implemented
in OCaml (Sec. 8); (5) and the hardware and software on which our framework is running.
Proof Effort. Our model is about 13.8K lines of spec. and 11.9K lines of proofs, while our MinBFT
proofs are about 7.9K lines of spec. and 4.7K lines of proofs (excluding the code we reused from
Velisarios). Developing Asphalion and partially verifying MinBFT took us about one person-year.
9

RELATED WORK

Several logics, models and tools have been developed over the years to reason about distributed
systems (see Fig. 14). However, to the best of our knowledge, Asphalion is the first theorem prover
based framework for verifying the correctness of implementations of hybrid fault-tolerant protocols.
38 The

monad erasure we perform is very simple and standard (see MinBFT/runtime w sgx/MinBFTinstance.v).
the correctness of this “compilation” phase is left for future work.

39 Verifying
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Fig. 14 Comparison with related work
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Event-B
Velisarios
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9.1

Byz. (synch.)
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Byz. (asynch.)
✗
✗
✓
✗
✓
✓

Hybrid
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓

Logics and Models

Event-B [Abrial 2010; Abrial et al. 2010] is a set-theory-based language for modeling reactive
systems and for refining high-level abstract specifications into low-level ones. It supports code
generation [Fürst et al. 2014; Méry and Singh 2011] (not all features are covered), and has been
used in a number of projects [Krenický and Ulbrich 2010; Lynch 1996], e.g., to prove the agreement
and validity of synchronous Byzantine agreement algorithms [Krenický and Ulbrich 2010].
The Heard-Of (HO) model [Biely et al. 2007; Charron-Bost and Schiper 2009] requires protocols
to be divided into rounds, allowing processes to execute in lock-step. It was implemented in
Isabelle/HOL [Charron-Bost et al. 2011] and used to verify the EIGByz [Bar-Noy et al. 1992]
Byzantine agreement algorithm for synchronous systems. Model checking and the HO-model have
also been used in [Chaouch-Saad et al. 2009; Tsuchiya and Schiper 2007, 2008] to verify crash
fault-tolerant consensus algorithms [Charron-Bost and Schiper 2009].
IOA [Garland et al. 2004; Garland and Lynch 2000; Georgiou et al. 2009; Tauber 2004] is a programming/specification language for describing asynchronous distributed systems as I/O automata [Lynch and Tuttle 1987] and for stating their properties.
TLA+ [Chaudhuri et al. 2010; Lamport 1994, 2004] is a language for specifying and reasoning about
systems, that combines a temporal logic for describing systems, and set theory to specify data
structures. It has been used in a large number of projects [Bolosky et al. 2007; Chand et al. 2016;
Joshi et al. 2003; Lu et al. 2011; Newcombe et al. 2015], including to prove Multi-Paxos’ safety and
liveness [Chand et al. 2016], and the safety of a variant of an abstract model of PBFT [BPaxos 2018].
9.2

Tools

ByMC [Konnov et al. 2015, 2017a,b; Lazic et al. 2017] is a model checker for verifying the safety
and liveness of BFT algorithms, which can automatically check parametrized threshold-guarded
algorithms (e.g., where nodes wait for messages from a majority of senders). It relies on a short
counterexample property, which says that if a distributed algorithm violates a temporal specification
then there is a parameter independent counterexample of bounded length.
ConsL [Maric et al. 2017] is a language for expressing crash-fault tolerant consensus algorithms,
whose semantics is expressed in HO, and that connects to the Spin model checker [Holzmann 2004].
As for ByMC, it relies on guards. The authors proved cutoff bounds that reduce the parameterized
verification of consensus algorithms to a guard-depending number of processes.
DISEL [Sergey et al. 2018] is a framework for modular verification of implementations of crash fault
tolerant systems. It provides a programming language shallowly embedded in Coq, and a separationstyle program logic. It introduces two techniques enabling modular verification: the WITHINV rule
to strengthen assumptions, and send-hooks to allow logical access between components.
EventML [Bickford et al. 2012; Rahli et al. 2015, 2017] is a domain specific language implemented
on top of the Nuprl prover [Constable et al. 1986]. It provides expressive and modular combinators
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for implementing and reasoning about crash-fault tolerant distributed systems (e.g., the authors
proved Multi-Paxos’ safety [Rahli et al. 2012; Schiper et al. 2012, 2014]).
IronFleet [Hawblitzel et al. 2015, 2017] uses a combination of Dafny, Hoare logic and TLA to
automatically verify the safety and liveness of distributed protocols. The authors proved the safety
and liveness of a Paxos-based replication protocol, as well as a distributed key value store.
Ivy [Padon et al. 2016] initially supported debugging infinite-state systems using bounded verification, and verifying their safety by gradually building inductive invariants. Their decidable
decomposition notion [Taube et al. 2018] (i.e., systems, models and proofs must be built modularly
to enable the use of different decidable logics) allowed Ivy to automatically verify the correctness
of implementations of crash-fault tolerant systems such as Raft and Paxos (as opposed to models
in [Padon et al. 2017]). Ivy also supports liveness by reducing it to safety [Padon et al. 2018].
ModP [Desai et al. 2018] is a programming framework to build, specify and compositionally test
dynamic, asynchronous distributed systems. The authors used it to modularly implement and
validate (through testing) two fault-tolerant distributed systems (including Multi-Paxos).
PSync [Dragoi et al. 2016] is an HO-based domain specific language embedded in Scala, that enables
executing and verifying synchronous and partially asynchronous crash fault-tolerant distributed
algorithms. It relies on the multi-sorted first-order Consensus verification logic (CL) [Dragoi et al.
2014]. To prove safety, users have to provide invariants, which CL checks for validity.
PVS was extensively used to verify synchronous systems that tolerate malicious faults [Schmid
et al. 2002], to the extent that these verification efforts influenced its design [Owre et al. 1995].
Velisarios [Rahli et al. 2018] is a Coq-based framework for verifying the correctness of homogeneous BFT systems. It provides a knowledge library to reason about systems at a high-level of
abstraction. Using Velisarios, the authors verified PBFT’s agreement property [Castro 2001].
Verdi [Wilcox et al. 2015; Woos et al. 2016] is a framework to develop and reason about crash-fault
tolerant distributed systems using Coq, that can generate running OCaml code. Verdi provides a
compositional way of specifying distributed systems, by applying verified system transformers (e.g.,
Raft [Ongaro and Ousterhout 2014] transforms a distributed system into a crash-tolerant one).
10

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces Asphalion, the first theorem prover-based framework to reason about
executable hybrid fault-tolerant systems, which have been getting increasing attention over the
past few years. It provides three novel languages: HyLoE, a hybrid logic of events to model hybrid
systems; MoC, a monadic programming language to implement systems composed of interacting
components; and LoCK, a sound hybrid knowledge calculus to reason about systems at a high-level
of abstraction. In addition, Asphalion introduces novel proof techniques to lift properties about
(trusted) sub-components to the level of distributed systems. Using Asphalion, we proved among
other things the agreement property of two variants of the seminal MinBFT protocol.
In the future, we would like to extend LoCK so that some proofs about distributed knowledge
could be automated. In addition, we would like to investigate whether LoCK specifications could
be compiled to running code. We also wish to implement a formally verified compiler from MoC to
imperative code. Finally, we plan to exercise Asphalion further by verifying other hybrid protocols.
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